**Auto Glazier Tool Kit**

**AGT2015 AUTO GLAZIER TOOL KIT**

**KIT CONTENTS:**
- 5601 BTB Retractable Knife - 18mm
- 5651 BTB Extended Handle Knife - 18mm
- 600510 Open/Ring Spanner - 10mm
- 600512 Open/Ring Spanner - 12mm
- 600513 Open/Ring Spanner - 13mm
- 600514 Open/Ring Spanner - 14mm
- AP2015 3/8" Drive Socket Set
- AP2100 Autotec Screwdriver Set - 29 Pc
- AP2305 Combination Pliers
- AP2310 Side Cutters
- AP2315 Long Nose Pliers
- AP2350 Adjustable Wrench
- AP3048 Wiper Arm Puller
- AP3210 T-Head Locking Strip Tool
- AP3350 Trim Clip Remover
- AP4004 Dynema Gloves
- AP4023 Vortex Safety Specs
- AP4130 Razor Blade Holder
- AP4152 Rhino Grip Retractable Knife
- AP4160 Heavy Duty Blades - Pkt 100
- AP6000 Rubber Hook Tool
- AP6001 Long Rubber Hook Tool
- AP6010 Mini Hook & Pick Set - 4 Pc
- AP6060 Rubber Gasket Cleaner
- AP6100 Pinchwell Scraper
- AP6105 Red Devil Scraper
- AP6150 Moulding Release Tool
- AP6210 Trim Clip Remover
- AP6230 Door Handle Clip Tool
- BH12OZ Ball Pein Hammer
- J701 Pop Rivet Gun
- K5032 Kincrome Screwdriver Set - 4Pc
- TAPE5M Tape Measure
- WK1 BTB Long Blade (300mm)
- WK190 Wire Starter
- WK20 Paddle / Lever Tool
- WK300 Gold Braided Wire 20m
- WK310 BTB Wire Cut-Out Handles
- WK370K BTB Cold Knife & Cover Kit
- WK6-M BTB Pinchwell Scraper Blade
- WK7 x 2 BTB Blade Handle

**TOOLS ONLY**

Ask us if you would like a quote for a tool box to store them.

BTB are authorised agents for **KINCROME**, **TENG** and other leading brands.

A full range of tool kits, tool boxes and accessories are available.

We also build customised tool kits for the Auto Glass and Body Shop industry.

Free Call 1800 032 166 for Sales and Technical Support
Rubber Hook & Pick Tools

AP6000 RUBBER HOOK TOOL
The essential tool for all technicians. Specially designed hook end for pulling rubber gaskets over the pinchweld or glass during installation of the window. Great universal tool for many automotive applications.

AP6001 LONG RUBBER HOOK TOOL
An extended version of the AP6000 hook tool with a shaft length of 190mm. Great for reaching below dash boards on Bus & Coach and Truck windows and for general use in the automotive industry.

WT54407 WILDE RUBBER HOOK TOOL
Hard composite clear plastic handle.

WT54412 WILDE LONG RUBBER HOOK TOOL
Hard composite clear plastic handle.

AP6010 MINI HOOK & PICK SET
4 Piece Set for general use to assist in removing small clips, screw covers and trim fasteners.

AP6005 LONG STRAIGHT HOOK TOOL
The long straight hook tool provides longer reach with a shaft length of 200mm and a 50mm hook tip. The hook tip is only bent once so it will work in either direction.

Channel Cleaners & Door Belt Removers

AP6050 LONG GLASS CHANNEL CLEANER
Forget using a screwdriver and risking damaging the rubber! This tool reaches right down the door window frame to remove broken glass stuck in the door bailey channel.

AP6052 SHORT GLASS CHANNEL CLEANER
Similar tool to the AP6050 but with a shorter shaft.

AP6135 DOOR BELT MOULDING REMOVER
Slide this powder coated tool downward between window exterior and door. When the "U" section is below the belt mould, pull the tool upward underneath the back edge to engage the door belt mould to remove it.
- Reduces removal downtime
- Avoids bending belt moulds and breaking retainer clips

DWR030 SLIMLINE DOOR BELT MOULDING REMOVER
The slimline remover is narrower than the AP6135 which makes it easier to insert between the glass and belt mould on some vehicles.
**Locked Strip & Rubber Gasket Tools**

**AP6030  Multi Locking Strip Tool**
Supplied with four different sized heads that fit most locking strip applications. By swivelling the locking strip head on a 90° angle to the handle the technician can insert the locking strip without removing the sun visor.

**Suits:** 7mm to 16mm locking strips.

**PA1348  Equalizer Locking Strip Tool**
This Locking Strip Tool has 6 different tips ranging in size from 10mm to 19mm.

**AP6020  Self Locking Rubber Tool**
Designed to use on self locking rubber gaskets to seal the locking channel. The ball point tip helps to prevent the tip slipping out of the rubber.

**AP6060  Rubber Gasket Cleaner**
When you get a tempered / zone toughened glass broken in a rubber gasket window, use this tool to remove the shattered glass stuck in the rubber gasket.

**AP6085  Rope Insert Tool**
This tool is designed to assist with inserting the rope into the windscreen rubber groove ready for easy re-installation of the glass.

**BMC600  Locking Strip Tool with Interchangeable Wires**
- Includes 6 heads ranging from 10mm to 19mm.
- Compact ribbed rubber handle for good grip and comfort.

**AP3210  T-Head Locking Strip Tool**
Fits 2 size locking strips.

**Large:** 15mm
**Small:** 12mm

**AP6021  Self Locking Rubber Insert Tool**
This self locking rubber insert tool is commonly used on construction vehicles and truck windows to insert the locking rubber flap into the retaining side of the locking rubber.

**BDA251  Footloose Rubber Gasket Release Tool**
Many vehicles have large, rubber-set windscreens which are difficult to push against while releasing the rubber gasket. With the Footloose™ it is easy to push out on the glass with one hand while you release the rubber gasket with the other hand.

**AP6085  Equalizer Rope Insert Tool**
Comes with a sturdy rope that will reach around the largest rubber gasket.

**Made in the USA**
Windscreen Moulding Removal & Installer Tools

**AP6160 JIGGLER MOULDING CLIP TOOL**
Double ended moulding clip release tool.

**AP6150 MOULDING RELEASE TOOL**
This tool releases the moulding from the clip. Heat-treated, high carbon steel.

**MCR633 CLIPFORK™ HONDA CLIP REMOVER**
The ClipFork™ Honda Windscreen Clip Remover pushes all the locking tabs down at the same time and allows locking clips to slide out without each one catching.

**JLT656 HONDA CLIP REMOVAL TOOL**
This tool is designed to work on a wide range of Honda vehicles with smaller or narrower openings than some of the older clips. Its thin design allows it to work on the Accord (2003 and up), the Civic (2001 and up) and the Odyssey.

**AP6165 MOULDING INSTALLER / ROLLER**
The nylon roller on this tool has the contoured shape of the mould to evenly roll the flush mounted mouldings in place to achieve a consistent smooth appearance.

**AP6120 UNIVERSAL MOULD REMOVAL TOOL**
Designed to remove windscreen mouldings from the glass edge. The removal tool has a soft protective sleeve fitted to the lever end. Care must be taken when leveraging against the glass!

**JSC1098 JEEP SPACER CLIP – Pkt 6**
For Jeep Wranglers (2007-present) with exposed edge glass, this clip is used to get the proper gap alignment between the glass and the body (not a permanent fixture on the vehicle) while the urethane cures. To remove, simply turn the clip 90° and pull out.

**BTB is the Exclusive Australian Distributor for Equalizer®**
*If we don't stock it we can order it in for you.*
**Pinchweld Scraper Preparation Tools**

**WK6-S**  WINGED NON-SCRATCH BLADE – 15mm
**WK6-M**  WINGED NON-SCRATCH BLADE – 20mm
**WK6-L**  WINGED NON-SCRATCH BLADE – 25mm

BTB Non-Scratch Blades avoid damage to paint when removing excess urethane and are excellent for removing urethane embedded with shattered glass!

**WK6-SET**  PINCHWELD TRIMMING SET

This comprehensive pinchweld trimming set includes the WK6-S, WK6-M, WK6-L and WK6-40 blades along with the WK7 manual handle and chuck key.

**WK7L**  DOUBLE MANUAL BLADE HANDLE

Handles fit all BTB blades.

**WK7**  MANUAL BLADE HANDLE

Use with WK7 or WK7L handle.

**WK6-40**  WIDE FLAT PINCHWELD TRIMMING BLADE – 40mm

Used for removing wide beads of sealant eg. Bus & Coach Vehicles or below dashboards. Auto Body repairers can also use these blades for quick and safe removal of body deadener, hemlock seals and seam seals.

**WK6-SET**  PINCHWELD TRIMMING SET

This comprehensive pinchweld trimming set includes the WK6-S, WK6-M, WK6-L and WK6-40 blades along with the WK7 manual handle and chuck key.

**AP6100**  PINCHWELD SCRAPER

The pinchweld scraper is a traditional tool for removing the old sealant / urethane from the pinchweld before the re-bonding process.

**AP6101**  LONG PINCHWELD SCRAPER

Some technicians prefer the long pinchweld scraper to provide more clearance and better control by using two hands. This is also a handy tool for cleaning off old head gaskets.

**AP6105**  RED DEVIL SCRAPER

Quality 38mm stiff scraper to clean up and remove old sealant from the pinchweld.
**Mirror & Glass Tools**

**MB743 MIRROR BRACKET WRENCH – TORX®**
Has a T15 Torx® for rearview mirrors on one end and a T20 Torx® on the other end. Comes with a pocket clip.

**MB744 MIRROR HEX WRENCH**
Two-sided hex wrench fits many vehicle rearview mirrors.

**MBR600 MIRROR BRACKET WRENCH – PHILLIPS / TORX®**
Use this handy tool with Phillips head screws, or flip it over and use the T15 Torx® used on many domestic models.

**FMR482 REARVIEW MIRROR REMOVAL TOOL**
Simply slide the blade between the mirror bracket and the mirror to release.

**320 MIRROR GLUE**
- Mirror Adhesive Primer & Adhesive pack
- Mirror Adhesive Bonds in 10-20 seconds.
- Approximately 200 mirror applications

**GM602 MIRROR BRACKET LEVER WRENCH**
For rearview mirrors held on by a spring clip to pry the mirror up and off the bracket.

**TC15 TOYO® COMFORT GRIP SUPERCUTTER® WITH WIDE HEAD**
Many automotive glaziers still cut flat laminated glass. The Toyo glass cutter is a very popular cutter in the industry.
- Self lubricating 140° carbide wheel with automatic oil-feed system for long life
- Clear handle for viewing oil level
- Interchangeable cutting heads

**PRT305 PIN REMOVAL PLIERS**
Remove and replace “Swing Out” friction pins. The jaws have five adjustable settings that will fit any swing out window. Start the friction pin and then use the plier pusher pin to push the friction pin into the latch. Made in the USA

**AD1007 DROP JAW GLASS BREAKING PLIERS**
Drop Jaw Glass Pliers are longer, measuring 228mm long, and have a nose that flares from 13mm at the swivel to 25mm at the nose.

**MFB150 FLAT FILE - 150mm**
- Great for general filing to achieve smooth finish
- Sturdy rubber grip handle

---

**btbtools.com**
**t. 03 5443 1755**
**f. 03 5441 5263**
**e. sales@btbtools.com**
Wiper Arm Pullers

WAP800 ELITE WIPER ARM PULLER SET – 8 Pc
Many wiper arms and posts are cast from metal and composite plastic and are expensive to replace. This specialised elite wiper arm kit can help you avoid breakage or damage caused by trying to force these expensive wiper arms off. The kit is designed to remove various OEM wiper arms on Holden Astra, BMW, Ford, Jaguar, Peugeot, Mercedes, Mazda, Range Rover, VW, and many more.

A detailed list of compatible vehicles is supplied with each kit

Comes in a handy Carry Case

AWP035 PRO WIPER PULLER – 40mm
- Spring loaded jaws
- Robust narrow jaw design
- For removal of most wiper arms

AWP045 PRO WIPER PULLER – 60mm

AP3048 WIPER ARM PULLER
To remove the wiper nut, place this tool over the wiper arm then tighten the knurled cone screw until the jaws touch the wiper post. Turn the T-Handle clockwise to release the wiper arm from the shaft.

Avoids breaking the wiper arm and damage to the wiper shaft

No Force Required

WR7716 WIPER ARM REMOVER
Wiper arms can sometimes seize to the shaft requiring a sturdy puller to release them. Simply undo the retaining nut or screw, place the puller over the wiper arm ensuring the prongs are positioned on the arm and then screw the handle to apply pressure on the wiper post to release it.

BMW style puller

35BTB Auto Glass & Body Shop Tools
AUTO GLASS HAND TOOLS
Free Call 1800 032 166 for Sales and Technical Support